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Hello darlings 

Margaret Runbeck said, “Happiness is not a station you arrive at, but a manner of 

traveling.” Don’t you just love that? It is day 109 of Snippets of Encouragement, 

and today I would like to encourage you about the manner in which you’re 

traveling through your life. 

We each have a beautiful and unique 

way of living our lives. Some are quite 

laid back and take things as they come; 

others are a lot more energetic, like busy 

bees buzzing back and forth.  

We know there is not a once size fits all 

formula for living life and for that I am 

eternally grateful. Could you just imagine 

how utterly awful that would be. 

However, we often do look at our 

happiness as a destination or a station 

that we will arrive at. I will be happy 

when… we’ve all done that and have 

seen others do that too. The truth is, we 

will never be happy “when” or only choice is to be happy now. We will never 

finally be happy when we finish school, or university, get a job or move homes. Find 

the love of our lives or divorce the asshole we’ve been married to forever. 

Happiness is not an event within arm’s reach it’s a choice within. 

We create happiness in each moment with the choices we make in our lives. 

staying with this quote from Margaret Runbeck, I must say I love traveling by train. 

This is one of my favourite things to do. I love the experience of seeing the world 

flash past outside the window. I love trams, subways, and old trains. I love steam 

trains and bullet trains. I love sitting in my seat, watching people, speaking to 

strangers, discovering who they are and where they’re heading. I love eating a 

meal in the dining carriage or crawling into my bunk bed as the train chugs over 

some mountain pass. I love it all.   

Others call me crazy because many of the train journeys I have embarked on 

have been somewhat disastrous. I've been stuck on a train for over 24 hours; I've 

been on a steam train that broke down in the middle of nowhere. I've almost 

missed flights because of train delays and have needed to travel the last 100 km 

home by taxi because of I've missed the last train for the night. With all the mishaps 

that have occurred and all the possibilities of future disasters, I still love a good train 

journey. If given the option to fly, drive or travel by train the latter would always be 

my first choice. 
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That seems crazy, right. Nevertheless, there you have it, train journeys are how I like 

to travel. They make me happy for all the reasons I’ve shared. Now I'm not saying 

that I don’t like to fly, drive, or go by boat, I simply love a good train journey. 

When we work on our happiness, I think it is imperative for each of us to know what 

brings us joy and to do more of that. Each day we face a plethora of challenges 

but within those challenges, it is possible to be joyful. 

Therefore, today, be encouraged to look at the manner in which you’re travelling 

through life. Does it bring you joy or are you fixated on the destination, that 

moment when. Bring yourself into the present and pay attention to your journey, 

this is where your life is happening, not someday when. 

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


